
How is Tucker Carlson still alive?

Description

USA: I for one am shocked that Tucker Carlson is still alive. I cannot believe that Tucker Carlson has
not “committed suicide” with three bullets to the back of the head.  I’m stunned that a drunk hit-and-run
driver (who was never found) did not kill Tucker Carlson in a car crash near Carlson’s home.  And I’m a
little startled that child porn wasn’t “just found” on Carlson’s laptop.

In other words, I am very, very surprised that the Deep State has not taken Tucker Carlson out.  Maybe
the angels are busy protecting him.  Maybe it’s through God’s grace because Tucker is taking on the
Deep State in a big and ferocious way.
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Let’s look at some very recent history.  How about Seth Rich, Vince Foster, and Jeffrey Epstein?  How
about the five-year coup against President Trump, from his candidacy through his last days in
office?  How about treasonous General Milley telling China he would give them a heads-up if an attack
were coming?  How about the bugging and wire-tapping of Trump Tower when Trump was president-
elect?  How about the Supreme Court’s refusal to hear any 2020 election cases — just plain refused to
hear anything?  How about the J-6 MAGA protesters still in jail, in solitary confinement, for
trespassing?  What of a China COVID virus that Washington, D.C. unexplainably refuses to say came
from China?  What of a vaccine, which really isn’t a vaccine, but more of a therapeutic?  How about
vaccine mandates that are clearly unconstitutional?  What about the Biden cabal completely leaving
open our borders, which violates the U.S. Constitution?  What of patriots
(conservatives/Christians/constitutionalists) being removed from the military?  What of the Russia
Collusion lie?  And more and more and more.  So a discussion of Tucker Carlson having an early
demise seems appropriate and reasonable.

It appears that there really are very few individuals who have the internal strength to lead the patriots
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tTGSoX3imPs


with their opposition to Biden and the Deep State cabal.  Obviously, President Trump and Governor
DeSantis of Florida are fighting the good fight and running the good race.  President Trump and
Governor DeSantis are the people with whom patriots want to share a foxhole while we are at war.  But
Tucker Carlson is for sure in the same league in fighting the opposition.  We must put Carlson along
with President Trump and Governor DeSantis in fighting for America and Americans and putting
America first.  Trump, DeSantis, and Carlson are the troika of leadership in the opposition to the Biden
Deep State cabal.

Patriots remember how Fox treated President Trump on Election Night and then the next day.  Patriots
still do not trust Fox and thus have not returned to Fox.  But the exception on Fox is Tucker.  Without
Tucker Carlson, Fox would look a lot like CNN lite.  But Carlson gives the network “street cred” with the
patriots who want to hear the unvarnished truth.  More than any other, Tucker Carlson speaks truth to
power.  And that is a very dangerous position to be in today.
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